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Abstract

We formulate principles of induction and recursion for a variant of lambda calculus in its original syntax (i.e., with only one sort of names) where α-conversion is based upon name swapping as in nominal abstract syntax. The principles allow to work modulo α-conversion and implement the Barendregt variable convention. We derive them all from the simple structural induction principle on concrete terms and work out applications to some fundamental meta-theoretical results, such as the substitution lemma for α-conversion and the lemma on substitution composition. The whole work is implemented in Agda.
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1 Introduction

We are interested in methods for formalising in constructive type theory the meta-theory of the lambda-calculus. The main reason for this is that the lambda calculus is
both a primigenial programming language and a prime test bed for formal reasoning on tree structures that feature (name) binding.

Specifically concerning the latter, the informal procedure consists to begin with in “identifying terms up to $\alpha$-conversion”. However, this is not simply carried out when functions are defined by recursion and properties proven by induction. The problem has to do with the fact that the consideration of the $\alpha$-equivalence classes is actually conducted through the use of convenient representatives thereof. These are chosen by the so-called Barendregt Variable Convention (BVC): each term representing its $\alpha$-class is assumed to have bound names all different and different from all names free in the current context. Now, a general validity criterion determines that this procedure ought to be accompanied in all cases by the verification that the proofs and results of functions depend only on the $\alpha$-class and do not vary with the particular choice of the representative in question. Such verification is seldom accomplished but yet it is not the main difficulty concerning the validity of the constructions so performed. The crucial point is that e.g. inductive proofs are often carried out employing the structural principle for concrete terms —and then it may well happen that an induction step corresponding to functional abstractions can be carried out for a conveniently chosen bound name but not for an arbitrary one as the principle requires.

The problem can be avoided by the use of de Bruijn’s nameless syntax [4] or its more up-to-date version locally nameless syntax [2,3], which uses names for the free or global variables and the indices counting up to the binding abstractor for the occurrences of local parameters. But these methods are not without overhead in the form of several operations or well-formedness predicates. As a result, there certainly is a relief in not having to consider $\alpha$-conversion; but, at the same time, the nameless syntax seriously affects the connection between actual formal procedures and what could be considered the natural features of syntax. The same has to be said of the map representation introduced in [9].

A different alternative is to replace the (as explained above, problematic) use of structural induction and recursion principles on concrete terms by that of so-called alpha-structural principles working directly on the $\alpha$-equivalence classes. This means providing principles that allow to prove properties by induction and to define functions by recursion by direct use of the BVC, so as to ease the burden associated to the verification of the validity of the procedure.

A first attempt in this direction is [6], which gives an axiomatic description of lambda terms in which equality embodies $\alpha$-conversion and that provides a method of definition of functions by recursion on such type of objects. This work ultimately rests upon the use of higher-order abstract syntax within the HOL system, and a theoretical model using de Bruijn’s nameless syntax is sketched to show the soundness of the system of axioms. In [5,12,13], models of syntax with binders are introduced which formulate the basic concepts of abstraction, $\alpha$-equivalence and a name being “sufficiently fresh” in a mathematical object, on the basis of the simple operation of name swapping. This theory —which has become known as nominal abstract syntax— provides a framework of (first-order) languages with binding with associated
principles of $\alpha$-structural recursion and induction that are based on the verification of the non-dependence of the mathematical objects in the current context, as well as of the results of step functions used in recursive definitions, on the bound names chosen for the representatives of the $\alpha$-classes involved. Implementations of this approach have been tried in Isabelle/HOL [15] and Coq [1]. In the first case the solution rests upon a weak version of higher-order abstract syntax, whereas the second one is an axiomatisation in which —similarly to [6] cited above— equality is postulated as embodying $\alpha$-conversion and a model of the system based on locally nameless syntax has been constructed.

Yet another approach to the formulation of the alpha-structural principles originates in the observation that, if the property to be tried is $\alpha$-compatible —i.e., it is actually a property of the $\alpha$-classes and not just of the concrete terms— then (complete) induction on the size of terms can be used to bridge over the possible gap pointed out above in proofs by induction that confine themselves to convenient choice of bound names. Indeed, suppose you need to prove $P(\lambda x. M)$; now, if what you have is a step from $P(M^*)$ to $P(\lambda x^*. M^*)$ for a convenient renaming of the term, then you will be able to use your strong size-induction hypothesis on $M^*$, since this is still of a size lesser than that of $P(\lambda x. M)$. Hence you will arrive at $P(\lambda x^*. M^*)$ and from there to the desired $P(\lambda x. M)$ because of the $\alpha$-compatibility of $P$. This motivates trying to provide a mechanism of this kind to formalise the use of the BVC, and that is what we attempt in this paper. The result is that we are able to provide principles of alpha-structural induction and recursion, implementing the BVC in constructive type theory, using just the ordinary first-order, name-carrying syntax and actually without using the strong induction on the size of the terms —i.e. we are able to derive the principles in question from just simple structural induction on concrete terms. To such effect we define $\alpha$-equivalence by using the basic concepts of nominal abstract syntax, namely freshness and swapping of names. Equality remains the simple definitional one and we do not either perform any kind of quotient construction. The whole development is implemented in the Agda system [10].

The rest of the paper goes as follows: in section 2 we present the infrastructure just mentioned. Section 3 presents the principles, starting from the simple structural induction on terms and ending up with the recursion principle on $\alpha$-classes. In section 4 we show several applications that bring about certain feeling for the usefulness of the method. Finally, section 5 compares with related work and points out conclusions and further work.

The present is actually a literate Agda document, where we hide some code for reasons of conciseness. The entire code is available at:

https://github.com/ernius/formalmetatheory-nominal

and has been compiled with the last Agda version 2.4.2.2 and 0.9 standard library.
2 Infrastructure

2.1 Agda

Agda implements Constructive Type Theory \cite{8} (type theory for short). It is actually
a functional programming language in which:

(i) Inductive types can be introduced as usual, i.e. by enumeration of their
constructors, but they can be parameterised in objects of other types. Because of
the latter it is said that type theory features families of types (indexed by a
base type) or dependent types.

(ii) Functions on families of types respect the dependence on the base object, which
is to say that they are generally of the form \((x : \alpha) \to \beta_x\) where \(\beta_x\) is the type
parameterised on \(x\) of type \(\alpha\). Therefore the type of the output of a function
depends on the value of the input.

(iii) Functions on inductive types are defined by pattern-maching equations.

(iv) Every function of the language must be terminating. The standard form of
recursion that forces such condition is structural recursion and is, of course,
syntactically checked.

(v) Because of the preceding feature, type theory can be interpreted as a construc-
tive logic. Specifically, this is achieved by representing propositions as inductive
types whose constructors are the introduction rules, i.e. methods of direct proof,
of the propositions in question.

Therefore we can say in summary that sets of data, predicates and relations are
defined inductively, i.e. by enumeration of their constructors.

2.2 Syntax

The set \(\Lambda\) of terms is as usual. It is built up from a denumerable set of names,
which we shall call atoms, borrowing terminology from nominal abstract syntax.

\[
\textbf{data } \Lambda : \text{Set where }
\begin{align*}
\nu & : \text{Atom } \to \Lambda \\
\_ & : \Lambda \to \Lambda \to \Lambda \\
\chi & : \text{Atom } \to \Lambda \to \Lambda 
\end{align*}
\]

The following is called the freshness relation. It holds when a variable does not
occur free in a term. Parameters to a function written between curly brackets can
be omitted when invoking the function.

\[
\textbf{data } _\#_ (a : \text{Atom}) : \Lambda \to \text{Set where }
\begin{align*}
\#\nu & : \{b : \text{Atom}\} \to b \not\equiv a \to a \# \nu b \\
\# & : \{M \mid N : \Lambda \} \to a \# M \to a \# N \to a \# M \cdot N \\
\#\equiv & : \{M : \Lambda\} \to a \# \equiv \chi a M \\
\#\chi & : \{b \mid \text{Atom}\}\{M : \Lambda\} \to a \# M \to a \# \chi b M 
\end{align*}
\]

Next comes the fundamental operation of swapping of atoms. A finite sequence
(composition) of atom swaps constitutes a (finite) atom permutation which is the renaming mechanism to be used on terms. The action of atom swaps is first defined on atoms themselves:

\[ (\_ \bullet \_)_A : \text{Atom} \rightarrow \text{Atom} \rightarrow \text{Atom} \rightarrow \text{Atom} \]

\[ (a \bullet b)_A c \quad \text{with} \quad c \overset{?}{=} A a \]

\[ ... \mid \text{yes } _= b \]

\[ ... \mid \text{no } _= c \]

Here it extends to terms:

\[ (_\bullet \_)_ : \text{Atom} \rightarrow \text{Atom} \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda \]

\[ (a \bullet b) v c = v ((a \bullet b)_A c) \]

\[ (a \bullet b) \times c M = \times ((a \bullet b)_A c) ((a \bullet b) M) \]

And the same goes for permutations, which are lists of swaps:

\[ (_\bullet \_)_ : \Pi \rightarrow \text{Atom} \rightarrow \text{Atom} \]

\[ \pi \bullet A a = \text{foldr} (\lambda s b \rightarrow (\text{proj}_1 s \bullet \text{proj}_2 s)_A b) a \pi \]

\[ (_\bullet \_)_ : \Pi \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda \]

\[ \pi \bullet M = \text{foldr} (\lambda s M \rightarrow (\text{proj}_1 s \bullet \text{proj}_2 s) M) M \pi \]

We now introduce \(\alpha\)-conversion, denoted by \(\sim\alpha\). We use a syntax-directed definition that uses co-finite quantification in the case of the lambda abstractions:

\[
\text{data } _\sim\alpha_ : \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Set} \quad \text{where}
\]

\[
\sim\alpha v : \{ a : \text{Atom} \} \rightarrow v a \sim\alpha v a
\]

\[
\sim\alpha : \{ M M' N N' : \Lambda \} \rightarrow M \sim\alpha M' \rightarrow N \sim\alpha N'
\]

\[
\rightarrow M \cdot N \sim\alpha M' \cdot N'
\]

\[
\sim\alpha \times : \{ M N : \Lambda \} \{ a b : \text{Atom} \} (xs : \text{List Atom})
\]

\[
\rightarrow ((c : \text{Atom}) \rightarrow c \notin xs \rightarrow (a \bullet c) M \sim\alpha (b \bullet c) N)
\]

\[
\rightarrow \times a M \sim\alpha \times b N
\]

The idea is that for proving two abstractions \(\alpha\)-equivalent you should be able to prove the respective bodies \(\alpha\)-equivalent when you rename the bound names to any name not free in both abstractions. The condition on the new name can be generalised to “any name not in a given list”, yielding an equivalent relation. The latter condition is harder to prove, but more convenient to use when you assume \(\sim\alpha\) to hold, which is more often the case in the forthcoming proofs.

3 Alpha-Structural Induction and Recursion Principles

We start with the simple structural induction over the concrete \(\Lambda\) terms:

The next induction principle provides a strong hypothesis for the lambda ab-
TermPrimInd : \{ l : \text{Level}\}(P : \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Set} l) \\
→ (\forall a \rightarrow \text{P}(v a)) \\
→ (\forall MN \rightarrow P M \rightarrow P N \rightarrow P (M \cdot N)) \\
→ (\forall M b \rightarrow P M \rightarrow P (\lambda b M)) \\
→ \forall M \rightarrow P M

Fig. 1. Concrete Structural Induction Principle

straction case: it namely allows to assume the property for all renamings (given by finite permutations of names) of the body of the abstraction:

TermIndPerm : \{ l : \text{Level}\}(P : \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Set} l) \\
→ (\forall a \rightarrow \text{P}(v a)) \\
→ (\forall MN \rightarrow P M \rightarrow P N \rightarrow P (M \cdot N)) \\
→ (\forall M b \rightarrow (\forall \pi \rightarrow P (\pi \bullet M) \rightarrow P (\lambda b M))) \\
→ \forall M \rightarrow P M

Fig. 2. Strong Permutation Induction Principle

Notice that the hypothesis provided for the case of abstractions is akin to the corresponding one of the principle of strong or complete induction on the size of terms, only that expressed in terms of name permutations. This principle can be derived from the former, i.e. from simple structural induction, in very much the same way as complete induction on natural numbers is derived from ordinary mathematical induction. That is to say, we can use structural induction to prove \((\forall \pi)P(\pi \bullet M)\) given the hypotheses of the new principle, from which \(PM\) follows. For the interesting case of abstractions, we have to prove \((\forall \pi)P(\pi \bullet a)\). The hypothesis of the new principle give us in this case \((\forall M', b)((\forall \pi')P(\pi' \bullet M') \rightarrow P(\lambda b M'))\). Now, instantiating \(M'\) as \(\pi \bullet M\) and \(b\) as \(\pi \bullet a\), we obtain the desired result if we know that \((\forall \pi')P(\pi' \bullet \pi \bullet M)\), which holds by induction hypothesis of the structural principle.

We call a predicate \(\alpha\)-compatible if it is preserved by \(\alpha\)-conversion:

\(\alpha\text{CompatiblePred} : \{ l : \text{Level}\} \rightarrow (\Lambda \rightarrow \text{Set} l) \rightarrow \text{Set} l\)

\(\alpha\text{CompatiblePred} P = \{MN : \Lambda\} \rightarrow M \sim_{\alpha} N \rightarrow P M \rightarrow P N\)

For \(\alpha\)-compatible predicates we can use the preceding principle to derive the following:

Term\(\alpha\)PrimInd : \{ l : \text{Level}\}(P : \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Set} l) \\
→ \alpha\text{CompatiblePred} P \\
→ (\forall a \rightarrow P (\lambda a)) \\
→ (\forall MN \rightarrow P M \rightarrow P N \rightarrow P (M \cdot N)) \\
→ \exists (\lambda vs \rightarrow (\forall M b \rightarrow b \notin vs \rightarrow P M \rightarrow P (\lambda b M))) \\
→ \forall M \rightarrow P M

This new principle enables us to carry out the proof of the abstraction case by
choosing a bound name different from the names in a given list \( \textit{vs.} \) It gives a way to emulate the Barendregt Variable Convention (BVC) since, indeed, the names to be avoided will always be finitely many; in using the principle we must provide a list that includes them. This same principle is provided in [1], only that we here give it a proof in terms of the ones previously introduced, instead of just postulating it. Our aim is to employ this principle whenever possible, thereby hiding the use of the swap operation which is confined to the previous principles exposed. The interesting case in the implementation of the principle is of course that of the functional abstraction. We must put ourselves in the position in which we are using the former strong principle and are given an abstraction \( \lambda b \, M \) for which we have to prove \( P \). We have to employ to this effect the clause of our new principle corresponding to the functional abstractions, which forces us to employ a name \( b^* \) out of the given list \( \textit{vs.} \). Therefore we can aspire at proving \( P \) for a renaming of the original term, say \( \lambda b^* \, M^* \). The required result will then follow from the \( \alpha \)-compatibility of the predicate \( P \) provided \( \lambda b^* \, M^* \sim_{\alpha} \lambda b \, M \). This imposes the condition that the name \( b^* \) be chosen fresh in the original term \( \lambda b \, M \) —and that \( M^* = (b^* \bullet b) \, M \). We know \( P \) and therefore \( P(\lambda b^* \, M^*) \) because we know \( P \) for any renaming of \( M \), by the hypothesis of the strong principle from which we start.

A very important point in this implementation is that, given the list of names to be avoided, we can and do choose \( b^* \) deterministically for each class of \( \alpha \)-equivalent terms. Indeed, if we determine \( b^* \) as e.g. the first name out of the given list that is fresh (i.e. not free) in the originally given term, then the result will be one and the same for every term of each \( \alpha \)-class, since \( \alpha \)-equivalent terms have the same free variables. Hence the representative of each \( \alpha \)-class chosen by this method will be fixed for each list of names to be avoided, which constitutes a basis for using the method for defining \textit{functions} on the \( \alpha \)-classes. This will work by associating to (each term of) the class the result of the corresponding computation on the canonically chosen representative.

More precisely, let us say that a function \( f : \Lambda \to A \) is \textit{strongly} \( \alpha \)-compatible iff \( M \sim_{\alpha} N \Rightarrow f \, M = f \, N \). We can now define an iteration principle over raw terms which always produces strongly \( \alpha \)-compatible functions. For the abstraction case, this principle also allows us to give a list of variables from where the abstractions variables are not to be chosen. This iteration principle is derived from the BVC induction principle (\texttt{Term}\(\alpha\)\texttt{PrimInd}) in a direct manner, just using a trivial constant predicate equivalent to the type \( A \). We exhibit the type and code of the iterator:

\begin{verbatim}
\texttt{Llt} : \{ \texttt{l} : \texttt{Level} \}( \texttt{A} : \texttt{Set} \, \texttt{l})
\rightarrow (\texttt{Atom} \rightarrow \texttt{A})
\rightarrow (\texttt{A} \rightarrow \texttt{A} \rightarrow \texttt{A})
\rightarrow \texttt{List Atom} \times (\texttt{Atom} \rightarrow \texttt{A} \rightarrow \texttt{A})
\rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \texttt{A}
\end{verbatim}

To repeat the idea, the iterator works as a function on \( \alpha \)-classes because for each given abstraction, it will yield the result obtained by working on a canonically chosen representative that is determined by the list of names to be avoided and the
Strong compatibility would not obtain if we tried directly to formulate a recursion instead of an iteration principle, but we can recover the more general form by the standard procedure of computing pairs one of whose components is a term. Thereby we arrive at the next recursion principle over terms, which also generates strong $\alpha$-compatible functions.

$$\Lambda\text{Rec} : \{l : \text{Level}\}(A : \text{Set } l)$$
$$\rightarrow (\text{Atom } \rightarrow A)$$
$$\rightarrow (A \rightarrow A \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow A)$$
$$\rightarrow \text{List } \text{Atom} \times (\text{Atom } \rightarrow A \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow A)$$
$$\rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow A$$

4 Applications in Meta-Theory

We present several applications of the iteration/recursion principle defined in the preceding section. In the following two sub-sections we implement two classic examples of $\lambda$-calculus theory. In the appendix $\Lambda$ we also apply our iteration/recursion principle to the examples of functions over terms presented in [11]. This work presents a sequence of increasing complexity functions, with the purpose of testing the applicability of recursion principles over $\lambda$-calculus terms.

4.1 Free Variables

We implement the function that returns the free variables of a term.

$$\text{fv} : \Lambda \rightarrow \text{List } \text{Atom}$$
$$\text{fv} = \Lambda\text{lt} (\text{List } \text{Atom}) [\_] _{++} ( [ ] , \lambda v r \rightarrow r - v)$$

As a direct consequence of strong $\alpha$-compatibility of the iteration principle we have that $\alpha$-equivalent terms have the same free variables.

The relation $\_ \ast \_ \ast$ holds when a variable occurs free in a term.

$$\text{data } \_ \ast \_ : \text{Atom } \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Set where}$$

$$\ast_v : \{x : \text{Atom}\} \rightarrow x \ast v x$$
$$\ast_l : \{x : \text{Atom}\}\{M N : \Lambda\} \rightarrow x \ast M \rightarrow x \ast (M \cdot N)$$
$$\ast_r : \{x : \text{Atom}\}\{M N : \Lambda\} \rightarrow x \ast N \rightarrow x \ast (M \cdot N)$$
$$\ast_\lambda : \{x y : \text{Atom}\}\{M : \Lambda\} \rightarrow x \ast M \rightarrow y \neq x \rightarrow x \ast (\lambda y M)$$

We can use our BVC-like induction principle to prove the following proposition:

$$\text{Pfv*} : \text{Atom } \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Set}$$
$$\text{Pfv* } a M = a \in \text{fv } M \rightarrow a \ast M$$

In the case of lambda abstractions we are able to simplify the proof by choosing the bound name different from $a$. This flexibility comes at a cost, i.e. we need to prove that the predicate $\text{Pfv*}a$ is $\alpha$-compatible in order to use the chosen induction principle. This $\alpha$-compatibility proof is direct once we prove that $\ast$ is an $\alpha$-compatible
relation and the \( \text{fv} \) function is strong \( \alpha \)-compatible. The last property is direct because we implemented \( \text{fv} \) with the iteration principle, so the extra cost is just the proof that \( * \) is \( \alpha \)-compatible. This in turn could be directly obtained if we defined the relation establishing that a variable \( a \) is free in a term as a recursive function, as follows:

\[
(\_\text{free}\_\_) \colon \text{Atom} \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Set} \\
(\_\text{free}\_\_) \; a = \Lambda \cap \text{Set} (\lambda \; b \rightarrow a \equiv b) \cup (\; \_ \; , \; \lambda \; _ \rightarrow \text{id})
\]

For the variable case we return the propositional equality of the searched variable to the term variable. The application case is the disjoint union of the types returned by the recursive calls. Finally, in the abstraction case we can choose the abstraction variable to be different from the searched one. In this way we can ignore the abstraction variable and return just the recursive call containing the evidence of any free occurrence of the searched variable in the abstraction body. This implementation is strong compatible by construction because we have built it from our iterator principle, so it is also immediate from this definition that \( \alpha \)-equivalent terms have the same free variables.

### 4.2 Substitution

We implement capture avoiding substitution in the following way:

\[
\text{hvar} : \text{Atom} \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Atom} \rightarrow \Lambda \\
\text{hvar} \; x \; N \; y \; \text{with} \; x \; \hat{=} \; A \; y \\
\ldots \; | \; \text{yes} \; _\_ \; = \; N \\
\ldots \; | \; \text{no} \; _\_ \; = \; v \; y \\
\ldots \\
\_\text{[\_:=\_]} : \; \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Atom} \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda \\
M \; [ \; a \; := \; N \; ] \; = \; \Lambda \cap \text{Alt} \; (\text{hvar} \; a \; N) \; \cup \; (a \; :: \; \text{fv} \; N , \; \lambda \; _\rightarrow \text{id}) \; M
\]

It shows to be quite close to the simple pencil-and-paper version assuming the BVC. Notice that we explicitly indicate that the bound name of the canonical representative to be chosen must be different from the replaced variable and not occur free in the substituted term. Again because of the strong \( \alpha \)-compatibility of the iteration principle we obtain the following result for free:

\[
\text{lemmaSubst1} : \{M \; N : \; A\} (P : \; \Lambda) (a : \; \text{Atom}) \\
\rightarrow \; M \sim_\alpha N \\
\rightarrow \; M \; [ \; a \; := \; P \; ] \; \equiv \; N \; [ \; a \; := \; P \; ]
\]

\[
\text{lemmaSubst1} : \{M\} \{N\} P \; a \\
= \; \text{lemmaAltStrong} \alpha \text{Compatible} \\
\; \Lambda \; (\text{hvar} \; a \; P) \; \cup \; (a \; :: \; \text{fv} \; P) \; \lambda \; M \; N
\]

Using the induction principle in figure 2 we prove:

\[
\text{lemmaSubst2} : \forall \{N\} \{P\} \; M \; x \\
\rightarrow \; N \sim_\alpha P \rightarrow M \; [ \; x \; := \; N \; ] \sim_\alpha M \; [ \; x \; := \; P \; ]
\]
From the two previous results we directly obtain the \( \alpha \)-substitution lemma:

\[
\text{lemmaSubst} : \{ M N P Q : \Lambda \} (a : \text{Atom}) \rightarrow M \sim\!\!\!\!\!\alpha N \rightarrow P \sim\!\!\!\!\!\alpha Q \\
\text{lemmaSubst} \{ M \} \{ N \} \{ P \} \{ Q \} a M \sim\!\!\!\!\!\alpha N \rightarrow P \sim\!\!\!\!\!\alpha Q \\
= \begin{align*}
& M [ a := P ] \\
\approx & \langle \text{lemmaSubst1} P a M \sim\!\!\!\!\!\alpha N \rangle \\
N [ a := P ] \\
\sim & \langle \text{lemmaSubst2} N a P \sim\!\!\!\!\!\alpha Q \rangle \\
N [ a := Q ] \\
\end{align*}
\]

In turn, with the preceding result we can derive that our substitution operation is \( \alpha \)-equivalent with a naïve one for fresh enough bound names:

\[
\text{lemma}\alpha\sim[] : \forall \{ a b P \} M \rightarrow b \not\in a :: \text{fv} P \\
\rightarrow \chi b M [ a := P ] \sim\!\!\!\!\!\alpha \chi b (M [ a := P ]) \\
\]

We can combine this last result with the Term\( \alpha \)PrimInd principle which emulates BVC convention, and mimic in this way pencil-and-paper inductive proofs over \( \alpha \)-equivalence classes of terms about substitution operation. As an example we show next the substitution composition lemma:

\[
PSC : \forall \{ x y L \} N \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Set} \\
PSC \{ x \} \{ y \} \{ L \} N M = x \not\equiv y \rightarrow x \not\in \text{fv} L \\
\rightarrow (M [ x := N ])[ y := L ] \sim\!\!\!\!\!\alpha (M [ y := L ])[ x := N [ y := L ]]
\]

We first give a direct equational proof that PSC predicate is \( \alpha \)-compatible:

\[
\text{\( \alpha \)CompatiblePSC} : \forall \{ x y L \} N \rightarrow \text{\( \alpha \)CompatiblePred} (PSC \{ x \} \{ y \} \{ L \} N) \\
\text{\( \alpha \)CompatiblePSC} \{ x \} \{ y \} \{ L \} N \{ M \} \{ P \} M \sim\!\!\!\!\!\alpha PM \not\equiv y x \not\in \text{fv} L \\
= \begin{align*}
& (P [ x := N ])[ y := L ] \\
- \text{Strong \( \alpha \) compatibility of inner substitution operation} \\
\approx & \langle \text{cong} (\lambda z \rightarrow z [ y := L ]) (\text{lemmaSubst1} N x (\sigma M \sim\!\!\!\!\!P)) \rangle \\
(M [ x := N ])[ y := L ] \\
- \text{We apply that we know the predicate holds for } M \\
\sim & \langle PM x \not\equiv y x \not\in \text{fv} L \rangle \\
(M [ y := L ])[ x := N [ y := L ]]
- \text{Strong \( \alpha \) compatibility of inner substitution operation} \\
\approx & \langle \text{cong} (\lambda z \rightarrow z [ x := N [ y := L ]]) (\text{lemmaSubst1} L y (M \sim\!\!\!\!\!P)) \rangle \\
(P [ y := L ])[ x := N [ y := L ]]
\end{align*}
\]

For the interesting abstraction case of the \( \alpha \)-structural induction over the lambda term, we assume the abstraction variables in the term are not among the replaced variables or free in the substituted terms. In this way the substitution operations
become \( \alpha \)-compatible to naïve substitutions, and the induction hypothesis allows us to complete the inductive proof in a direct manner. The code fragment becomes:

\[
\text{begin} \\
(\lambda \ M [ x := N ] \ [ y := L ]) \\
- \text{Inner substitution is } \alpha \text{-equivalent}
\]

- to a naïve one because \( b \notin x :: \text{fv } N \)

\[
\approx ( \text{lemmaSubst1 } L y (\text{lemma} \lambda x \sim [] M b \notin x :: \text{fv } N) ) \]

(\lambda \ b (M [ x := N ])) \ [ y := L ] \\
- \text{Outer substitution is } \alpha \text{-equivalent}

- to a naïve one because \( b \notin y :: \text{fv } L \)

\[
\approx ( \text{lemma} \lambda x \sim [] (M [ x := N ])) b \notin y :: \text{fv } L \]

(\lambda \ b ((M [ x := N ])) \ [ y := L ])

- We can now apply our inductive hypothesis

\[
\approx ( \sigma (\text{lemma} \lambda x \sim [] (M [ y := L ])) b \notin x :: \text{fv } N[y:=L]) \]

(\lambda \ b ((M [ y := L ]))) \ [ x := N [ y := L ]]

- \text{Inner substitution is } \alpha \text{-equivalent}

- to a naïve one because \( b \notin x :: \text{fv } N [ y := L ] \)

\[
\approx ( \text{sym} (\text{lemmaSubst1 } (N [ y := L ])) x (\text{lemma} \lambda x \sim [] M b \notin y :: \text{fv } L))) \]

(\lambda \ b M [ y := L ]) \ [ x := N [ y := L ]]

\]

Remarkably these results are directly derived from the first primitive induction principle, and no induction on the length of terms or accessible predicates were needed in all of this formalization.

5 Conclusions

The main contribution of this work is a full implementation in Constructive Type Theory of principles of induction and recursion allowing to work on \( \alpha \)-classes of terms of the lambda calculus. The crucial component seems to be what we called a BVC-like induction principle allowing to choose the bound name in the case of the abstractions so that it does not belong to a given list of names. This principle is, on the one hand, derived (for \( \alpha \)-compatible predicates) from ordinary structural induction on concrete terms, thus avoiding any form of induction on the size of terms or other more complex forms of induction. And, on the other hand, it gives rise to principles of recursion that allow to define functions on \( \alpha \)-classes, especially, functions giving identical results for \( \alpha \)-equivalent terms. We have also shown by way of a number of examples that the principles provide a flexible framework quite able to pleasantly mimic pencil-and-paper practice.

Our work departs from e.g. [13] in that we do fix the choice of representatives for
implementing the alpha-structural recursion thereby forcing this principle to yield identical results for $\alpha$-equivalent terms. This might be a little too concrete but, on the other hand, it gives us the possibility of completing a simple full implementation on an existing system, as different from other works which base themselves on postulates or more sophisticated systems of syntax or methods of implementation.

We wish to continue exploring the capabilities of this method of formalisation by studying its application to the meta-theory of type systems. We also wish to deepen its comparison to the method based on Stoughton’s substitutions [14], which we started to investigate in [7] and which we believe can give rise to formulations similar to the one exposed here.
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A Iteration/Recursion Applications

In the following sections we successfully apply our iteration/recursion principle to all the examples from [11]. This work presents a sequence of functions whose definitions are increasing in complexity to provide a test for any principle of function definition, where each of the given functions respects the $\alpha$-equivalence relation.

A.1 Case Analysis and Examining Constructor Arguments

The following family of functions distinguishes between constructors returning the constructor components, giving in a sense a kind of pattern-matching.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{isVar} : \Lambda &\rightarrow \text{Maybe } (\text{Variable}) \\
\text{isVar} (v x) &\rightarrow \text{Just} \\
\text{isVar} (M \cdot N) &\rightarrow \text{Nothing} \\
\text{isVar} (\lambda x M) &\rightarrow \text{Nothing}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{isApp} : \Lambda &\rightarrow \text{Maybe } (\Lambda \times \Lambda) \\
\text{isApp} (v x) &\rightarrow \text{Nothing} \\
\text{isApp} (M \cdot N) &\rightarrow \text{Just}(M, N) \\
\text{isApp} (\lambda x M) &\rightarrow \text{Nothing}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{isAbs} : \Lambda &\rightarrow \text{Maybe } (\text{Variable } \times \Lambda) \\
\text{isAbs} (v x) &\rightarrow \text{Nothing} \\
\text{isAbs} (M \cdot N) &\rightarrow \text{Nothing} \\
\text{isAbs} (\lambda x M) &\rightarrow \text{Just}(x, M)
\end{align*}
\]

Next we present the corresponding encodings into our iteration/recursion principle:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{isVar} : \Lambda &\rightarrow \text{Maybe } \text{Atom} \\
\text{isVar} &= \Lambda \text{lt } (\text{Maybe } \text{Atom}) \\
&\qquad \text{just} \\
&\qquad (\lambda \_ \_ \rightarrow \text{nothing}) \\
&\qquad (\Box, \lambda \_ \_ \rightarrow \text{nothing})
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{isApp} : \Lambda &\rightarrow \text{Maybe } (\Lambda \times \Lambda) \\
\text{isApp} &= \Lambda \text{Rec } (\text{Maybe } (\Lambda \times \Lambda)) \\
&\qquad (\lambda \rightarrow \text{nothing}) \\
&\qquad (\lambda \_ \_ N \rightarrow \text{just } (M, N)) \\
&\qquad (\Box, \lambda \_ \_ \_ \rightarrow \text{nothing})
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{isAbs} : \Lambda &\rightarrow \text{Maybe } (\text{Atom } \times \Lambda) \\
\text{isAbs} &= \Lambda \text{Rec } (\text{Maybe } (\text{Atom } \times \Lambda)) \\
&\qquad (\lambda \rightarrow \text{nothing}) \\
&\qquad (\lambda a \_ \_ \rightarrow \text{nothing}) \\
&\qquad (\Box, \lambda a \_ M \rightarrow \text{just } (a, M))
\end{align*}
\]
A.2 Simple recursion

The size function returns a numeric measurement of the size of a term.

\[ \text{size} : \Lambda \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \]
\[ \text{size} (v x) = 1 \]
\[ \text{size} (M \cdot N) = \text{size}(M) + \text{size}(N) + 1 \]
\[ \text{size} (\lambda x M) = \text{size}(M) + 1 \]

\[ \text{size} : \Lambda \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \]
\[ \text{size} = \text{alt} \mathbb{N} (\text{const} \, 1) (\lambda n m \rightarrow \text{suc} \, n + m) (\, , \lambda _n \rightarrow \text{suc} \, n) \]

A.3 Alpha Equality

This function decides the \( \alpha \)-equality relation between two terms.

\[ \text{equal} : \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool} \]
\[ \text{equal} = \text{alt} (\Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool}) \text{vareq appeq} (\, , \text{abseq}) \]

where

\[ \text{vareq} : \text{Atom} \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool} \]
\[ \text{vareq} a M \text{ with } \text{isVar} M \]
\[ ... | \text{nothing} = \text{false} \]
\[ ... | \text{just } b = [ \ a \overset{?}{=} A \ b \ ] \]
\[ \text{appeq} : (\Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool}) \rightarrow (\Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool}) \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool} \]
\[ \text{appeq} fM fN P \text{ with } \text{isApp} P \]
\[ ... | \text{nothing} = \text{false} \]
\[ ... | \text{just } (M', N') = fM \, M' \land fN \, N' \]
\[ \text{abseq} : \text{Atom} \rightarrow (\Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool}) \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool} \]
\[ \text{abseq} a fM N \text{ with } \text{isAbs} N \]
\[ ... | \text{nothing} = \text{false} \]
\[ ... | \text{just } (b, P) = [ \ a \overset{?}{=} A \ b \ ] \land fM \, P \]

Observe that \text{isAbs} function also normalises N, so it is correct in the last line to ask if the two bound names are the same.

A.4 Recursion Mentioning a Bound Variable

The \text{enf} function is true of a term if it is in \( \eta \)-normal form. It invokes the \text{fv} function, which returns the set of a term’s free variables and was previously defined.
\(\text{enf} : \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool}\)

\(\text{enf} (v x) = \text{True}\)

\(\text{enf} (M \cdot N) = \text{enf}(M) \land \text{enf}(N) + 1\)

\(\text{enf} (\lambda x M) = \text{enf}(M) \land (\exists N, x/\text{isApp}(M) == \text{Just}(N, v x) \Rightarrow x \in f v(N))\)

\(-\Rightarrow_= : \text{Bool} \rightarrow \text{Bool} \rightarrow \text{Bool}\)

\(\text{false} \Rightarrow b = \text{true}\)

\(\text{true} \Rightarrow b = b\)

- \(\text{enf} : \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool}\)

\(\text{enf} = \Lambda\text{Rec} \text{Bool} (\text{const} \text{true}) (\lambda b1 b2 _ _ \rightarrow b1 \land b2) ([], \text{absenf})\)

where

\(\text{absenf} : \text{Atom} \rightarrow \text{Bool} \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{Bool}\)

\(\text{... | nothing} = b\)

\(\text{... | just} (P, Q) = b \land (\text{equal} Q (v a) \Rightarrow a \in b (f v P))\)

### A.5 Recursion with an Additional Parameter

Given the ternary type of possible directions to follow when passing through a term \((Lt, Rt, In)\), corresponding to the two sub-terms of an application constructor and the body of an abstraction, return the set of paths (lists of directions) to the occurrences of the given free variable in a term. Assume \(\text{cons}\) insert an element in front of a list.

\(\text{vposns} : \text{Variable} \times \Lambda \rightarrow \text{List } (\text{List Direction})\)

\(\text{vposns} (x, v y) = \text{if} (x == y) \text{then} [] \text{else} []\)

\(\text{vposns} (x, M \cdot N) = \text{map} (\text{cons} Lt) (\text{vposns} x M) +++\)

\(\text{map} (\text{cons} Rt) (\text{vposns} x N)\)

\(x \neq y \Rightarrow \text{vposns} (x, \lambda y M) = \text{map} (\text{cons} In) (\text{vposns} x M)\)

Notice how the condition guard of the abstraction case is translated to the list of variables from where not to choose the abstraction variable.

```haskell
\text{data} \text{Direction} : \text{Set} \text{where}
\text{Lt} \text{Rt} \text{In} : \text{Direction}
-
\text{vposns} : \text{Atom} \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \text{List } (\text{List Direction})\)
\text{vposns} a = \Lambda \text{Alt } (\text{List } (\text{List Direction})) \text{varvposns appvposns } ([a], \text{absvposns})\)

where
```
A.6 Recursion with Varying Parameters and Terms as Range

A variant of the substitution function, which substitutes a term for a variable, but further adjusts the term being substituted by wrapping it in one application of the variable named "0" per traversed binder.

\[
\text{sub}' : \Lambda \times \text{Variable} \times \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda
\]

\[
\text{sub}'(P, x, v y) = \text{if } (x == y) \text{ then } P \text{ else } (v y)
\]

\[
\text{sub}'(P, x, M \cdot N) = (\text{sub}'(P, x, M)) \cdot (\text{sub}'(P, x, N))
\]

\[
y \neq x \land \begin{cases} 
  y \neq 0 \land \begin{cases} 
    y \notin \text{fv}(P) \rightarrow \text{sub}'(P, x, \lambda y M) = \lambda y(\text{sub}'((v 0) \cdot M, x, M))
  \end{cases}
\end{cases}
\]

To implement this function with our iterator principle we must change the order of the parameters, so our iterator principle now returns a function that is waiting for the term to be substituted. In this way we manage to vary the parameter through the iteration.

\[
hvar : \text{Atom} \rightarrow \text{Atom} \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda
\]

\[
hvar x y \text{ with } x \equiv A y
\]

\[
\begin{cases} 
  \text{yes } _ = \text{id} \\
  \text{no } _ = \lambda _ \rightarrow (v y)
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{sub}' : \text{Atom} \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda
\]

\[
\text{sub}' x M P = \text{Alt } (\Lambda \rightarrow \Lambda) (\text{hvar } x) (\lambda f g N \rightarrow f N \cdot g N) (x :: 0 :: \text{fv } P, \lambda a f N \rightarrow \lambda a (f ((v 0) \cdot N)))
\]

\[
M P
\]